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Abstract: Gemcitabine HCl is an antiviral drug, novel, facile, sensitive and selective 
spectrophotometric method have been developed for the quantitative estimation of gemcitabine HCl 
in pharmaceutical formulations with coupling reagent. The proposed method involves the oxidative 
coupling reaction of gemcitabine HCl with 3-methyl-2-benzothiazolinone hydrazone hydrochloride 
monohydrate in the presence of ferric chloride and acidic medium to form bluish green colored 
chromogen at 558 nm. There is no interference observed from the excipients that are present in the 
Gemcitabine HCl pharmaceutical dosage form with this estimation. The optimum reaction 
conditions and other important analytical parameters were established.  
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Introduction 

Gemcitabine HCl (GTHC) is chemically know as 2’-deoxy-2’, 2’-difluorocytidine 
monohydrochloride is a pyrimidine analog that is proven to be active against a variety of solid 
tumors. It is widely used in the treatment of cancers of pancreas, lung, breast, bladder, kidney and 
biliary tract either singly or in combination with other cytotoxic agents1. It is being investigated 
for use in esophageal cancer and is used experimentally in lymphomas and various other tumors2. 
It is a pro-drug and once transported into the cell, must be phosphorylated by deoxycytidine 
kinase to an active form and inhibit processes required for DNA synthesis. 

 Incorporation of gemcitabine diphosphate into DNA is most likely the major mechanism 
by which gemcitabine causes cell death3. 3-Methylbenzthiazolinone-2-hydrazone is an 
electrophillic coupling reagent employed earlier in the quantification of aromatic amines and 
hetero aromatic compounds4. Later, this was extended for the determination of a large 
number of organic compounds including those containing methylene groups, carbonyl 
groups, sacharrides, steroids, olefins, phenols, Schiff’s base, aromatic hydrocarbons, furfural  
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and heterocyclic bases5, MBTH (3-Methyl 1, 2-Benzothiazolinehy-drazone hydrochloride) is also 
used in the analysis of several compounds of biochemical6, pharmaceutical7 and 
insecticidal8. MBTH responds to the enzymatic activity of some of the enzymes like 
peroxidase9, lactase10 alcohol oxidase11 and toluene-4-monooxygenase12 in the presence of 
corresponding substrates. The present study documents an accurate, sensitive, rapid, 
selective and reproducible visible spectrophotometric assay which meets an accepted 
analytical validation. Spectrophotometry is the technique of choice even today in the 
laboratories of research, hospitals and pharmaceutical industries due to its low cost and 
inherent simplicity.  

Experimental  
Analytical technologies spectro2060 plus UV Visible spectrophotometer with 1 cm matched 
quartz cells, Shimadzu ATX224 Electronic balance and Bio-Technics india electronic water 
bath were used. All chemicals and reagents were of analytical grade and water was always 
double distilled water. Gemcite HCl was received from Dr.Reddy’s laboratories Ltd, 
Hyderabad, Marketed injection formulation (Gemcite) manufactured by Eli lilly pharma Ltd 
was purchased from market. 

Materials and methods 
1 g of MBTH (1% w/v) and FeCl3 (1%w/v), respectively in distilled water and diluted to  
100 mL. Standard stock solution for Gemcitabine HCl (GTHC) (1000 µg/mL) was prepared 
by dissolving 100 mg of GTHC in distilled water and diluted to 100 mL.  

 A series of different aliquots of GTHC standard (0.1-1 mL) were  transferred  into  a 
different 10 mL volumetric flasks to each one of these flasks 1 mL of 1%w/v MBTH reagent 
followed by 1 mL of 1%w/v FeCl3  were added.  The volume was made up to 10 mL with 
water and swirled thoroughly. The absorbance of bluish-green colored complex was 
measured at 558 nm making zero absorbance with reagent blank. The calibration curve was 
plotted by recommended method as shown in Figure 1.  

 
 

Figure 1. Calibration curve of GTHC 
Absorption spectra  
The formation of bluish green colored complex was employed in the quantitative detection 
of GTHC with MBTH in presence of ferric chloride. However when MBTH was initially 
mixed with GTHC and then with oxidizing agent, a  bluish green colored compound was 
produced with maximum absorbance in the visible range at 558 nm and shown in Figure 2. 
MBTH loses two electrons and one proton due to oxidation with Fe(II), forming an 
electrophilic intermediate, which is the active coupling species. The electrophilic 
intermediate and the analyte under goes electrophilic reaction with the formation of colored 
product Figure 3. 
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Figure 2. Absorption spectra of GTHC with MBTH A= Absorbance Peak B= Baseline Peak 
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  Figure 3. Scheme for the reaction pathway of GTHC with MBTH 

Table 1. Optical and regression characteristics of the proposed method 

Parameter Gemcitabine 
λmax, nm 558 

Beer’s law limit, µg mL-1 10-100, µg mL-1 
Regression equation (Y= mX+C) Y=0.009x+0.016 

Slope 0.009 
Intercept 0.016 

Correlation coefficient (r2) 0.997 
% Recovery 98.47-101.13 

Color Bluish green 
LOD, µg mL-1 0.297, µg mL-1 
LOQ, µg mL-1 0.90, µg mL-1 
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Method validation13-16 

Linearity 
The calibration curve for GTHC was prepared and linear relationship between 
concentrations versus absorbance was observed by obeying Beer’s law in the concentration 
range of 10-100 μg/mL and good correlation coefficient of 0.997 was found. 

Accuracy 
The accuracy of the proposed method was determined by standard addition method, which 
involved the addition of different concentrations of pure drug to a known preanalyzed 
formulation sample and the total concentration was determined using the proposed method. 
The percent recovery was found to be 98.47%-101.13%. 

Precision 
The precision of the method was determined by analysis of 6 replicates of the working 
standards at two concentrations. At these two concentrations intra and inter day precision 
studies were performed for three consecutive days. Relative standard deviation was found to 
be 0.57, 0.45 and 0.55, 0.81 respectively. 

Sensitivity 
The sensitivity of the proposed method was determined by calculating LOD & LOQ for 
GTHC using calibration standards. LOD and LOQ was found to be 0.297(µg mL-1) and 
0.90(µg mL-1) respectively. 

Robustness 
The robustness of the proposed method was examined by evaluating the influence of a small 
variation of the method variables including the wavelength and volume of the reagent. The 
results were found to be satisfactory i.e <2%. 

Assay 
For analysis of pharmaceutical formulation, an accurate quantity of the powder equivalent to 
1 mg of GTHC was weighed and transferred into 10 mL volumetric flask. 5 mL of distilled 
water was added to dissolve the contents of the flask and made up to 10 mL with distilled 
water which ensures the final concentration of 100 μg/mL.  The above solution was filtered 
using Whatmann filter paper. From this solution, 1 mL aliquot was pipetted out in 10 mL 
volumetric flasks to which 1 mL of 1%w/v MBTH reagent was added and swirled the 
solution for 10 mins. Then 1 mL of 1%w/v FeCl3 solution was added and swirled the 
solution for 10 mins. Then volume was diluted up to 10 mL with distilled water and the 
absorbance of the bluish-green colored complex was measured at 558 nm against a reagent 
blank, which was prepared similarly without drug. There was no interference from the 
excipient commonly present in the formulation. The GTHC content was found to be 98.56% 
with a % RSD of 0.74 respectively Table 2. The validity of the proposed methods was 
further assessed by applying the standard addition technique. 

Table 2. Assay of gemcitabine HCl 

Brand name 
Label claim, 

mg/vial 
Amount of drug 

estimated, % 
Meana % RSD 

Gemcite 200 98.56 0.74 

a - assay average of six determinations (n - 6) 
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Conclusion 
The present study described the successful evaluation of MBTH as an analytical reagent in 
the development of simple and rapid spectrophotometric method for the accurate 
determination of gemcitabine HCl in its dosage forms. The reagent utilized in the proposed 
method is eco-friendly, readily available and the procedure doesn’t involve any critical 
reaction conditions or tedious sample preparation. Moreover, the method is free from 
interference by common additives and excipient. Hence method can be wide applicability in 
routine quality control was well established by the assay of Gemcitabine HCl in bulk and 
pharmaceutical formulation. 
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